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HiFuture Sonic Bliss in-ear earbuds (white)
Hear every detail with HiFuture earbuds! The Sonic Bliss Earbuds model features an ergonomic design that ensures comfort during any
activity. Four built-in microphones guarantee top-quality phone calls. Thanks to Bluetooth 5.3 technology, you'll enjoy a stable wireless
connection,  and the ENC function allows you to  focus on audio  under  any circumstances.  Touch panels  provide convenient  operation.
Also noteworthy are IPX5 water resistance and a long operating time of up to 30 hours.
 
Audio at the highest level
Enter the world of exciting high-frequency sounds. Sonic Bliss earbuds combine the tradition of craftsmanship with modern technology,
resulting in stunning sound effects. Get ready for powerful bass and immerse yourself in the rhythm without compromise!
 
ENC function
Make phone calls freely with HiFuture Sonic Bliss earbuds. Thanks to the ENC function, unnecessary background noises are effectively
suppressed, and you can communicate even in noisy places without disturbance.
 
Elegant and robust design
The SonicBliss HiFuture design combines elegance with reliability. The earbuds impress with both a stylish, lightweight design that fits
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perfectly in your ears and durability. They're also IPX5 water resistant - so you can take them with you on an intense workout without any
worries!
 
Up to 30 hours of use
Forget  about  limitations  and  listen  to  your  favorite  music  whenever  you  want.  HiFuture  earbuds  can  give  you  up  to  30  hours  in  the
company of your favorite tunes. Say goodbye to the need to charge your equipment frequently and focus on your audio of choice without
worry.
 
Touch operation
SonicBliss offers touch operation, so you can conveniently and efficiently change songs, adjust volume, manage phone calls and more.
Bet on convenience with HiFuture!
 
Wireless connection
Thanks  to  Bluetooth  5.3,  you  can  quickly  pair  the  earbuds  with  the  device  of  your  choice  and  enjoy  crystal  clear  sound  without
interference. Ready for the convenience that wireless solutions provide?
 
	Manufacturer
	HiFuture
	Model
	Sonic Bliss
	Bluetooth version
	5.3
	Operating time
	up to 30 hours
	Waterproof
	IPX5
	Color
	white

Preço:

Antes: € 23.9973

Agora: € 19.00

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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